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Abstract 
The article deals with the description of countershaft gearboxes and their basic dividing. Generally 

explains the program created in the environment of Microsoft excel and Matlab for controlling of des-

ignated bearings in this type of transmissions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Transmission is important mechanical component of almost every vehicle. Especially of the ones, that 

are fitted with an internal combustion engine. Because in spite of great amount of these engines usage, 

it has disadvantages such as incapability of production torque from zero engine speed, the maximum 
power is reached only at the specific engine speed and the fuel consumption depends on the operating 

engine point. These drawbacks can be compensated by an application of a conveniently designed 

transmission and a clutch (Lukáč, et al., 2016). 
The countershaft gearboxes fall into the category of geared transmissions. And its main functions in 

automobiles are to change the torque and the speed of an engine in the way a vehicle is able to move 

in external conditions, to allow idle running of an engine and to enable reverse motion of a vehicle 

(Zdeněk, Žďábský, 2012). This category is possible to divide into three more groups, depending on the 
count of meshing gear pairs, which the power flows through, when the speed gear is shifted. It is 

termed the number of the ratio stages and according to it there are those groups (Naunheimer, et al., 

2011): 

 Single-stage transmission 

 Two-stage transmission 

 Multi-stage transmission 

 

In the Fig. 1 below are plotted schematic examples of countershaft gearboxes. Single-stage means that 

the power flows from an input shaft to an output shaft, which could be also a countershaft, through one 
geared pair. In two-stage gearboxes the power goes from input to a countershaft and then to an output 

shaft, so there are two geared pairs simultaneously in action. The same analogy works for multi-stage 

transmissions (Naunheimer, et al., 2011). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1Examples of countershaft gearboxes(Naunheimer, et al., 2011) 
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The countershaft gearboxes are also marked as gear sets with fixed axles and mainly consist of an 

input, output shaft and a countershaft, that are rotating in a rigid position in a gearbox. They are fitted 

in bearings, which are dynamically loaded throughout the transmission operating run. And they have 

important meaning for achieving the required durability and functionality of whole gearbox. That is 
why it is necessary to advisable designate rolling bearings in respect of a duty cycle and all known 

operating conditions (Hrček&Bucala, 2014). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The program for control of rolling bearings was created only for the specific configuration of two-

stage countershaft gearboxes. It considers that the axis of all shafts are lying in the same plane X-Z 

and that it is maximally twenty speed gearbox. The schematic view shown in the Fig. 2 is applicable 
just in the situation, when minimally two gears are mounted on the countershaft. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 The main schema of the inspected countershaft gearbox[Authors] 

 

In the case there is mounted only one gear wheel, the countershaft becomes an output shaft and the 
program operates with configuration of a simple gearing plotted in Fig.3 below. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 The schema of a simple gearing[Authors] 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The program itself is compounded of two parts. One of them is created in the software Microsoft excel 

and the piece of it is shown in Fig. 4. The excel sheet contains the schematics mentioned above, ac-

cording to which is needed to fill four tables of input data. These data includes information about rela-

tive positions of gears, bearings and shafts. Their basic geometric dimensions required for the calcula-
tion of forces distribution, duty cycle for every single speed gear and bearing characteristics. Even the 

database was created, that stores test array of bearings and their parameters declared by manufacturers. 

So the definition of each rolling bearing is executed by choosing the particular one from the drop-
down list. This causes loading of all necessary specifications from the database. The list can be filtered 

by criterion of contact type between a rolling element and a groove of bearing rings, namely point or 

line contact. Next step is to set which bearings do or do not carry axial loading. It is important espe-

cially for the calculation of equivalent dynamical load (Kohár, et al., 2016). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4Excel file with input data [Authors] 
 

After filling of all needed inputs comes the second part of the program. It was created in the environ-

ment of software Matlab of company Mathworks. Here is written a function whose code includes con-
ditions and all essential equations. Running of the function executes the code and starts loading the 

data from the excel file and calculating. It calculates forces in gearings, speed of shafts, reactions in 

supports (only of statically determinate beams), medium radial and axial load, equivalent dynamic 

bearing load, calculated dynamic load rating and so on. There is the connection between the Matlab 
function and the Excel file, so the results are written back into this file. The most important output is 

the calculated dynamic load rating of each bearing. Because according to the criterion (1) 

𝐶 ≤ 𝐶𝑟  (1) 

where 𝐶 is the calculated dynamic load rating (kN), 𝐶𝑟 is the basic dynamic load rating (kN), is evalu-

ated if the chosen bearing is suitable for required conditions. In the excel file is the column, empha-

sised in Fig. 4, that gives information whether the criterion for each one bearing is met or not. This 

way the bearing check program works (Kohár, 2015).  
It is also possible to use the program for the designation of bearings. But in this state it is too compli-

cated because it requires to stepwise select bearings and after each selection to run the program, until 

the program says the bearings are satisfying. 
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CONCLUSION 
The program, that is able to calculate a countershaft gearbox of any configuration and then evaluate 

the applicability of the assigned bearings or designate convenient bearings from the list on its own, 

would be really useful and desirable. It could save the time of this operation and eliminate an aberra-

tion. So the next developing of the program will be focused on the designation process and augmenta-
tion of the gearbox variants. 
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